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tion of the Roman Empire in its later days. I cannot see
that in any other important division of human activities
we have progressed at all and the Romans were at least
spared the banking system.
On the other hand we have increased in ferocity and in
the power of doing murder—to an incredible degree. On
the whole the Romans were pacifists—at any rate they had
the ideal of the Pax Romana which covered the whole
world known to the Ancients and the bacillus of xeno-
phobia furens never, as far as I know, spread throughout
their dominions as it has spread through the whole of
Christendom in the last five or six years. And the Romans
were practically unacquainted with the Theory of Protec-
tion. They tried at one time rather listlessly to prevent the
spread of the growth of the wine-grape from Italy proper
into Provence—so as to protect the Italian wine-grower;
but that was as far as they went and the effort was not very
seriously pursued.
Yet the race-suicidal ideal of putting all people not of
your county or shade of political thought up against the Wall
is almost more a product of tariffs than of native malignity.
If you like. Protection is a mortal sin, murder being only
venal. That is to say that the Protective State of mind does
not necessarily call for murder but it is the major cause of
the murders of to-day.
Protection in the minds of its upholders seems to be a
genteel way of killing a Chinese mandarin on the Hoang
Ho and thus gaining a million. You are interested in the
clay-pipe manufacturers of the State of Virginia and you
impose a duty on clay pipes3 hoping to starve the clay-pipe
manufacturers of County Cork and the Gironde and so
gain an extra million on your clay-pipes. The authorities
of County Cork and the Gironde then in revenge place a
duty on cork heels which are manufactured over a large
district in the Deep South and in Provence- So numbers of
people in the South and in Provence are starved. And all
these starving people call for the blood of all the other
starving people. And more and more duties are clapped on
in more and more places and prices rise more and more.

